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North Korea and the China Model: The Switch from Hostility to Acquiescence

By Mika Marumoto

The global community has plainly noticed the critical role played by the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in inducing change in North Korea’s diplomatic behavior, particularly with respect to the recent international crisis created by North Korea’s pursuit of a nuclear weapons program. Less attention has been given, however, to China’s powerful influence over North Korean behavior on the economic front. As it turns out, China’s influence on North Korea in the economic sphere, while subtle, has been considerable, extending beyond the simple empirical fact that China is the most important investment and trade partner for North Korea. China has, in fact, had an important impact on North Korean domestic economic policy, as a model and as a catalyst for the modest changes that have taken place despite North Korea’s extreme regime rigidity and limited state capacity.

Hwang Jang-yop, the highest-ranking defector from the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK), who left Pyongyang in 1997, stated in his memoir that both Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il felt great hostility toward China after Deng Xiaoping launched China on the path of pursuing market-oriented “socialism with Chinese characteristics” in 1978. This antipathy deepened after China participated in the Seoul Olympics in 1988. Despite this anger and hostility, and regardless of repeated denials from Pyongyang, the record shows that North Korea started to attempt to emulate certain aspects of China’s economic reform policies as early as the first half of the 1980s. Sporadic Chinese-style reform attempts followed repeatedly thereafter, exhibiting a characteristically North Korean “go-and-stop” pattern of economic policymaking.

This paper constructs an empirical answer to the questions of why, when, and how North Korea shifted from a stance of hostility to one of acquiescence toward China’s model of economic reform and development, coupled with continued authoritarian rule, and therefore in fact started to follow, even though hesitantly, a transition path.

The China Model and North Korea

China’s economic reform model can be defined as encompassing aspects of simultaneous external opening and internal reform, accompanied by conscious efforts to create linkages between the two types of reform. China’s economic transition model is a gradualist one and is predicated on the maintenance of authoritarian rule and reliance upon the Chinese state’s considerable capacity for coherent policy implementation.
As its principal methodology, this paper documents the content of the most important DPRK-PRC leadership exchanges, starting from 1979 just before the Korean Workers Party’s Sixth Congress formally enshrined Kim Jong-il as Kim Il-sung’s successor in 1980 up through Kim Jong-il’s most recent visit to China in January 2006. Those top leadership exchanges are presented in the context of key North Korean economic policy and institutional changes—both formal changes such as new regulations or laws and informal changes such as policy pronouncements by the two Kims, which occurred just prior to or immediately following the top-level visits. The direct causal relationship between top bilateral meetings and DPRK reform efforts may be difficult to ascertain with complete reliability.

But the degree to which the interaction of the two countries has affected DPRK perceptions toward the China model over time and how those changed perceptions have actually translated into North Korean institutional changes prove easier to demonstrate. This chronological study, split into three phases around certain key inflection points, is supplemented by additional analysis of why particular North Korean policy changes happened and identifies some of the crucial trigger factors that prompted the DPRK leadership to adopt Chinese-style economic policy measures.

The central argument of this paper is that careful empirical analysis reveals that Pyongyang’s economic transition path was heavily influenced by interaction with Beijing’s reform-oriented leadership. Although North Korea’s economic reform path was characterized by numerous interruptions and setbacks, Beijing’s attempts to coax Pyongyang to follow a transition path and Pyongyang’s switch from hostility to acquiescence in the China model became increasingly obvious by the late 1990s. By that time, North Korea had lost its socialist bloc “brothers” abroad as well as its ideological “father,” Kim Il-sung, at home, and many citizens had fallen victim to famine. Soon thereafter, by the early twenty-first century, North Korea appeared ready to attempt certain Chinese-style reforms in earnest, and its policy experiments expanded to include special economic zones (SEZs) and the new economic incentives set forth in the July 2002 reforms.

Throughout, however, Pyongyang failed to comprehend key elements of China’s approach, including the importance of building coherent links between domestic and international economic policy. North Korea has also lacked sufficient state capacity to implement reforms effectively. These shortcomings may continue to present a decisive handicap to DPRK attempts to implement a coherent long-term economic transition strategy.

Phase 1: 1979–87: A New Trade Policy and Joint Venture Law

North Korea’s development mind-set in the late 1970s can be characterized by a strong commitment to central planning in economic management and pride in the spirit of juche (self-reliance), which seemed to outperform South Korea’s economic system during the 1960s and 1970s.

In this context, a number of major pronouncements and economic policies adopted during the 1979–87 period stand out as particularly noteworthy and as significant departures from the orthodoxy of the previous decades:

- Kim Il-sung’s public pronouncements during his 1979 and 1980 New Year’s speeches concerning the need to expand external trade;
- Kim Jong-il’s campaign in 1983 to “improve people’s living standards”;
- Official promulgation in 1984 of a new trade policy;\(^6\)
- Enactment in September 1984 of a joint venture law along with related follow-up measures; and
- Establishment in 1984 of a more independent accounting system, which was intended to give greater responsibility to state enterprises at the local level.\(^7\)

Between 1979 and 1984, at least five major interactions took place between Kim Il-sung and top Chinese leaders. First came three Chinese leadership visits to Pyongyang—by China’s de facto top leader Deng Xiaoping in 1979, by Premier Zhao Ziyang in December 1981, and a secret visit by Deng and Chinese Communist Party General Secretary Hu Yaobang in April 1982.\(^8\) These exchanges were followed by a lengthy visit by Kim Il-sung to Sichuan and Guangdong—China’s most important initial “laboratories” for enterprise reform and SEZs—in September 1982,\(^9\) and Hu Yaobang’s visits to Pyongyang in May 1984 and to the North Korean border city of Sinuiju in May 1985. In 1987, Kim Il-sung made another official friendship visit to Beijing and Tianjin.\(^10\)

These top-level discussions between Beijing and Pyongyang officials concerned economic matters as well as international politics. Out of diplomatic necessity, the Chinese leaders generally brought aid packages with them to Pyongyang, but they also sought to obtain endorsement and understanding from Pyongyang for China’s new path of socialism with Chinese characteristics. During Hu Yaobang’s 1984 visit, Kim Il-sung proclaimed that China’s transition, starting in 1978, had “opportunistically chartered a correct guiding idea...
The particular significance of Kim Il-sung’s 1982 visit can be seen in the fact that the 78-year-old Deng personally escorted Kim Il-sung to Sichuan Province to explain the transformational nature of China’s economic reforms. To follow up on the lessons learned, Kim’s visit was followed by at least nine high-ranking Pyongyang delegations, including Vice Premier Kim Yong-nam’s tour of the Shenzhen SEZ in February 1984. In August 1984, an economic delegation led by North Korean Premier Kang Song-san visited Beijing and met Hu and Zhao, specifically to discuss economic and technical cooperation between the two countries. A month later, in September 1984, the DPRK followed up on its new trade policy by enacting its own joint venture law. This major step was clearly linked to the prior series of North Korean study trips to Shenzhen.

Kim Il-sung’s son, Kim Jong-il, also met Chinese leaders at least three times during the same period: once during Deng and Hu’s 1982 visit; another time in June 1983, when the younger Kim was invited by Hu to visit China on his own; and again in May 1985 when Hu visited Sinuiju. The purpose of Beijing’s 1983 invitation to the younger Kim was to recognize him as the legitimate successor of Kim Il-sung but also to initiate Kim Jong-il in China’s new approaches to economic management. Kim Jong-il held four rounds of talks with the reformist Hu Yaobang, of which the second and third rounds, conducted on a special train bound for Nanjing from Beijing, focused on China’s economic reform and opening policies and achievements. Hu Yaobang was well-known for his reform credentials and for advocating a central role for technocratic experts. Upon his return to Pyongyang, the younger Kim initiated a campaign to “Bring About an Epochal Turning Point in Improving People’s Lives,” emulating Deng Xiaoping’s own xiaokang programs aimed at providing a more comfortable living standard.

Pyongyang’s partial acquiescence toward the China model during phase 1, despite its political reluctance, can be attributed in large part to the DPRK’s deteriorating economic conditions. North Korea faced serious pressures, including a rapidly worsening external debt situation, the disappointing results of its second Seven-Year Plan for development, and Seoul’s threatening economic catch-up—in addition to China’s own remarkable market-based economic takeoff. By 1984, the DPRK’s total cumulative external debt owed to Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries amounted to $1.2 billion, and South Korea’s per capita GNP had caught up with and surpassed the North’s. By that time, Pyongyang had also had a chance to witness and internalize China’s remarkable economic takeoff; China’s average GDP growth rate jumped from 4.9 percent in 1965–78 to 9.3 percent in 1978–84. The DPRK leadership certainly had China’s successes in mind when it embarked in the early 1980s on North Korea’s first-ever attempt to actively promote international trade and attract foreign investment.

**Phase 2: 1988–97: North Korea’s First Special Economic Zone**

Following the flurry of bilateral DPRK-PRC exchanges—and coinciding North Korean economic policy innovations—in the early 1980s, things slowed down markedly in the latter half of the decade. China was at that time experiencing significant internal political and social challenges, culminating in the Tiananmen disaster of 1989, while the Soviet Union was also radically changing under Mikhail Gorbachev. Both trends made North Korea’s leadership more wary of dramatic change.

Pyongyang-Beijing relations exhibited serious strains following North Korea’s November 1987 placement of an explosive that brought down a Korean Airlines jet, followed by Beijing’s participation in the Seoul Olympics in the summer of 1988. Back in Pyongyang, both Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il expressed new disdain for China’s “capitalist” path. In addition to their diplomatic unhappiness with China, North Korea’s economic-policy leaders were disappointed that the reforms of 1984 had failed to deliver significant new inflows of foreign exchange. Pyongyang desired a panacea for its failing economy, but the 1984 joint venture law fell far short of the mark. Meanwhile, successor-apparent Kim Jong-il concentrated throughout the late 1980s on consolidating his own internal political position, particularly relative to North Korea’s military leaders.

Finally, in the early part of the 1990s, a second round of economic institutional and policy changes did begin to emerge:

- Announcement of a new civil code, designed to regulate property rights among institutions, state organs, and individuals;
- Establishment of the Rajin-Sonbong economic and trade zone (ETZ) in December 1991;
- Enactment of a new socialist commerce law in 1992, permitting some commercial activities among private citizens; and
During this turbulent time, there were also renewed annual meetings between Chinese and North Korean leaders: President Yang Shangkun’s September 1988 visit to Pyongyang, Chinese Communist Party General Secretary Zhao Ziyang’s April 1989 visit to North Korea amid the Tiananmen democratization protest, Kim Il-sung’s unofficial November 1989 visit to Beijing to meet Deng, General Secretary Jiang Zemin’s March 1990 visit soon after he assumed that post, Premier Li Peng’s May 1991 visit, and another visit by Yang Shangkun in April 1992 followed by China’s diplomatic normalization with South Korea in August 1992.

By far the most important event, however, was Kim Il-sung’s final visit to China in October 1991, which featured special attention to China’s SEZ strategy. Kim Il-sung visited an economic and technological development zone in the vicinity of Jinan, Shandong Province, matching his China itinerary to his desperate efforts to urge greater attention to agriculture and light-industrial development at home. Two months after Kim’s return, the Rajin-Sonbong ETZ—North Korea’s first SEZ—was established in the northeast of the country, close to the DPRK border with China and Russia.

The Rajin-Sonbong ETZ was far from a raging success. Although the original target for foreign investment inflows was set at $4.7 billion, Rajin-Sonbong had attracted only $80 million by the end of its 10th year, in 2001. By contrast, China’s Shenzhen SEZ pulled in more than $1.5 billion in inward foreign direct investment during its first 10 years (1979–88). One of the critical reasons for Rajin-Sonbong’s dismal failure to attract foreign investment was undoubtedly the fact that it failed to create any significant new linkages between North Korea’s external and internal economic sectors. In contrast, China consciously sought to link its outward-oriented SEZs to the Chinese internal economy in order to create international market opportunities for domestic enterprises as well as to funnel imported technology and management ideas in the direction of its internal economy. In addition to providing labor and raw materials, Chinese domestic enterprises from around the nation were encouraged to operate inside the SEZs as subcontractors. These so-called nelian (domestic link) companies played a critical role in linking the internal and external sectors, prompting state-owned-enterprise reform and contributing some 16–18 percent of the total industrial output of the Shenzhen SEZ by the latter half of the 1980s.

The economic policy focus of Kim Il-sung’s October 1991 visit—including Kim’s keen interest in SEZs—was no doubt triggered in large part by the demise of the Soviet Union and the socialist bloc, which had grave political and economic implications for North Korea. Up to that point, North Korea had been heavily dependent on the Soviet Union, and it faced extreme difficulty keeping up with payments for the imports needed to complete the third Seven-Year Economic Plan amid higher import prices and new demands from its trading partners for payment in hard currency. By 1993, imports from Russia had fallen to only 10 percent of their 1987–90 average. North Korea’s external debt increased from 34 percent of its GNP in 1990 up to as high as 96 percent in 1998.

North Korea desperately sought a prescription for achieving economic recovery while maintaining internal political and social control. North Korea could neither mobilize resources to achieve its third Seven-Year Economic Plan targets, nor even feed its own people, launching a “let’s eat only two meals a day” campaign in 1991. During his summit with Yang Shangkun in 1992, Kim Il-sung publicly acknowledged some of these problems, even while reaffirming the DPRK’s third Seven-Year Plan goal of increasing production and raising people’s standard of living by meeting daily needs for food, shelter, and clothing.

Pyongyang looked anew to the China model in the early 1990s because it offered the possibility of saving North Korea’s ailing economy while maintaining Communist political institutions and internal legitimacy. The political collapse of the Soviet Union and the Eastern European socialist bloc, and their rapid diplomatic normalization with South Korea, had shocked and angered North Korean leaders beyond description, prompting Pyongyang to emphasize its uri sik (our way) path. Even so, in January 1994, immediately after the last year of the third Seven-Year Plan, Kim Jong-il sent Kwang Jang-yop, then party secretary in charge of international affairs, to meet Jiang Zemin and to visit Shenzhen and Zhuhai in order to study more about China’s open-door policy. Unfortunately, subsequent months did not see any improvement in attracting foreign investment after Pyongyang’s failure to attain its third Seven-Year Plan targets in 1993.

Ultimately, the roller-coaster years of phase 2 saw yet another reassertion of the influence of the military over Pyongyang’s economic policy, cementing North Korea’s go-and-stop pattern of economic policymaking. In December 1993, several top State Planning Commission officials were scapegoated and dismissed for the DPRK’s failing to achieve the third Seven-Year Plan targets. Rather than temper the influence of the military, successor-apparent Kim
Jong-il evidently decided it would be wiser to seek their firm backing. The chief of the general staff of the Korean People’s Army, Choi Gwang, for example, praised Kim Jong-il as “the most distinguished commander who is possessed of all character and quality.” Following Kim Il-sung’s sudden death in 1994 prompted a few additional deathbed legal changes to support the Rajin-Sonbong ETZ project, including revisions to the 1976 civil procedures law to delete ideological references to *juche* and class struggles. Following the elder Kim’s death and amid debate between opposing groups about reform and the direction of possible opening, Kim Jong-il clearly associated himself with the military and conservative forces, launching a very public three-year mourning period from 1994 to 1997 in order to solidify his leadership position through self-portrayal as the faithful son of Kim Il-sung.

Predictably, the level and frequency of senior Chinese visits to North Korea and DPRK delegations to China dropped off sharply during the mourning period for Kim Il-sung. The main exceptions were DPRK official visits to Beijing to obtain food aid. Roughly 600,000–1,000,000 North Koreans, or about 3–5 percent of the population, died of hunger during the unprecedented famine of 1994–98, which was triggered by natural disasters that were badly worsened by the severe degradation of North Korean farmland and the general ineptitude and lack of compassion of Kim Jong-il’s totalitarian regime. In May 1996, Vice Premier Hong Song-nam visited Beijing to sign an economic and technology cooperation agreement, and he received a small amount of food aid (20,000 tons) in return. Out of desperation, North Korea started to adopt a range of agricultural policy reforms to try to fix the food supply problem, including explicit recognition of the importance of certain rational incentives.

For the most part, however, phase 2 (1988–97) can be best characterized as a lost decade for economic policy reform. North Korea showed clear signs of affinity for the China model in the early 1990s, especially following the abrupt demise of the European socialist bloc countries. But Kim Il-sung failed to maintain domestic political support for reform as power slipped to his son. His son then proved to be less interested in economic performance and more focused on using pro-military policies to consolidate political authority. Losing its “brothers” abroad in Moscow and Europe and losing its “father” at home when Kim Il-sung died, North Korea ended up also forfeiting the lives of hundreds of thousands of its citizens in a tragic famine. Waiting impatiently on the sidelines of this drama, China stood alone as the DPRK’s only consistent geopolitical ally, offering a now clearly proved model of economic success combined with continued Communist Party rule.

Immediately after North Korea’s mourning period ended in June 1997, a newly confident Kim Jong-il began yet another series of attempts to institutionalize economic opening and reform. This time, even more explicitly than before, Kim turned to China for policy ideas and used China as a model to bolster his case for economic policy change.

Reversing the pattern of the 1990s when Chinese envoys did most of the traveling, Kim Jong-il himself visited Beijing in May 2000, Shanghai in January 2001, and Beijing and Tianjin in April 2004; and in January 2006 he finally embarked on a lengthy southern tour of China’s fastest-growing regions, tracing Deng Xiaoping’s 1992 path. President Jiang Zemin, meanwhile, visited Pyongyang in September 2001 to make a major speech on his “Three Represents” theory for economic development under authoritarian rule.

New North Korean economic policy initiatives were implemented in relatively rapid succession amid the renewed emphasis on the China model. New institutional and legal arrangements included, inter alia:

- Amendment of the constitution in 1998 to more clearly define private property and to encourage equity investments and contractual joint ventures with foreign entities;
- Statement by vice minister of the Agriculture Commission that the country was considering the introduction of a so-called Chinese-style contract production system, planting export crops, liberalizing grain prices, and gradually replacing state food rationing with market mechanisms;
- Enactment and revision of some 16 other new economics-related ordinances from January 2000 to June 2002;
- Initiation of market-economics training for economic officials and students both at home and abroad;
- Pronouncements beginning in 2000 by Kim Jong-il concerning new ideas such as “New Thinking,” “Aim High,” and “practical socialism”;
- Announcement in July 2002 of simultaneous external and internal price and policy reforms;
- Establishment in September 2002 of the Sinuiju special administrative region (SAR) across the river from the Chinese border city of Dandong; and
Launch of the Mount Kumgang tourist zone and Kaesong industrial complex on North Korea’s southern border in December 2002, in cooperation with South Korea’s Hyundai Group.

Of these, the July 2002 economic reforms were the most important.

North Korea’s 1998 constitutional amendments, which legalized new categories of private property, are sometimes dismissed as little more than an ex post facto attempt to institutionalize changes that had already taken place in society as individuals struggled to meet basic survival needs. Still, the amendments represented a significant step forward in the direction of creating a more rational incentive structure, as evidenced by the follow-up enactment of other legislation such as a new inheritance law. Also, article 37 of the new constitution stipulated that the state could encourage joint ventures with foreign entities in SEZs. About this time, North Korea first reached rough agreement with South Korea’s emerging pockets of decontrol by harnessing the Shanghai Stock Exchange and China’s joint-venture factory with General Motors. Chinese officials and scholars who made the behind-the-scenes arrangements for Kim Jong-il’s Shanghai visit (and follow-up visits by North Korean technocrats) had no doubt that Kim Jong-il was convinced of some of the advantages of a market economy by the end of his Shanghai trip. During his most recent trip to China, in January 2006, Kim Jong-il noted:

Still fresh in my memory is my visit five years ago to Shanghai, which had changed beyond recognition. Touring various special economic zones, which are making a great contribution to the socialist modernization drive with Chinese characteristics, we were deeply moved by the Chinese people’s enterprising and persevering efforts and the fruits [borne] from these efforts.

Kim Jong-il’s 2001 Shanghai trip appeared to accelerate the reform of DPRK economic institutions. A “Directive for Economic Management” was announced in late 2001, intended to decentralize economic decision-making power and pave the way for North Korea’s more radical economic reform measures adopted in July 2002. When announcing the July 2002 reforms, Kim Jong-il reportedly said that the policies would be pursued in an ury sik fashion, copying neither China nor Vietnam. Yet, two months prior to the reforms, in May 2002, a Chinese Communist Party delegation visited Pyongyang and delivered an unpublished special message from Jiang Zemin. The July 2002 economic measures included some textbook “transition economy” adjustment measures, including price, wage, and exchange rate increases; a partial deconstruction of the rationing system; and expanded management autonomy. But the reforms also hewed closely to the China model, with the prominent introduction of land use fees. The July 2002 economic measures aimed to better control North Korea’s emerging pockets of decontrol by harnessing some of the previously illegal market activity encouraged by prior Chinese-style reforms as well as rapidly increasing trade with China. Indeed, China was never far from the minds of North Korea’s economic planners as they implemented the reforms of July 2002. The year 2002 culminated with the official announcement of the Sinuiju SAR in September 2002 and the formal launch of the Kaesong industrial complex in December 2002.

In April 2004, Kim Jong-il undertook yet another trip to China, this time an unofficial three-day visit by train to China’s capital region. Accompanied by other key North Korean leaders, including Premier Pak Pong-ju, Kim visited Tianjin and toured a mobile telephone factory and...
brewery on the outskirts of Beijing.\(^72\) During his meetings with top Chinese leaders, Kim discussed the two countries’ trade and economic cooperation, China’s remarkable economic development, and the “North Korean way of socialism.”\(^73\) President Hu Jintao was quoted as saying that he was pleased to see China and North Korea continuing to maintain high-level contacts, while further developing their economic and trade cooperation.\(^75\) The state-run Korea Central News Agency reported that Kim Jong-il “completely agreed” with Hu Jintao’s suggestions.\(^75\) Kim also commended China’s accomplishments that were based on the “Three Represents” philosophy, Jiang Zemin’s brainchild legitimizing full participation of private business in socialist society,\(^76\) and Kim expressed his interest in “mutual learning and an exchange of experiences,” noting that both countries were undergoing simultaneous rural and urban development.\(^77\) Premier Wen Jiabao, meanwhile, promised that China would encourage its enterprises to invest more in the DPRK.\(^78\)

Pre-visit institutional changes related to Kim Jong-il’s 2004 visit included North Korea’s introduction of a “family-unit farming system”\(^79\) and enterprise system reform, announced on a trial basis in January 2004.\(^80\) North Korea had already transformed a considerable number of farmers’ markets into general markets in March 2003, allowing merchants to sell manufactured goods and other commodities in addition to farm products.\(^81\) Pyongyang also established markets exclusively for dealings between industrial concerns, where manufacturers could freely exchange inputs and outputs.\(^82\) In addition, a new inheritance law was also enacted, enabling North Koreans to inherit their parents’ house leases, automobiles, bank savings, and household appliances.\(^83\) In August 2004, after Kim Jong-il returned from China, North Korea’s legal code was published for the first time; the rules had long been accessible to a specific class of officials, but not to the general public.\(^84\)

Taken together, Pyongyang’s 2004 economic policy measures aimed at Chinese-style adjustments in incentive structures in a bid to energize and harness market forces. In the following year, during DPRK Premier Pak Pong-ju’s visit to China, the two countries signed the “Agreement on Investment Promotion and Protection” and the “Agreement on Environment Cooperation.”\(^85\)

Kim Jong-il’s longest and most in-depth study tour of China took place in January 2006. Kim appeared to consciously trace the path taken by Deng Xiaoping during his famous 1992 southern tour to promote economic reform.\(^86\) Kim Jong-il commented in speeches that he was much impressed with developments in Wuhan, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Zhuhai, especially in the high-tech field.\(^87\) He concluded by saying: “In sum, our visit to the southern part of China convinced us once again that China has a rosier future thanks to the correct line and policies advanced by the Communist Party of China.”\(^88\) Kim’s Shenzhen trip was followed in March 2006 by a 30-member North Korean economic delegation led by Kim’s brother-in-law, Jang Song-taek.\(^89\) Increasingly, experts have started to interpret Kim’s southern tour and the subsequent visits of economic delegations to China as signaling Kim Jong-il’s increased interest in pursuing economic reform,\(^90\) rather than viewing them as mere tactics to induce more aid from China and South Korea.

**Conclusion: North Korea Today: More Willing but Less Capable?**

To a much greater extent than is commonly acknowledged, the top leaders of China and North Korea have held intensive discussions of economic policy reform over the course of more than a quarter century. Both Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il were regularly exposed to direct conversations with China’s reformist leaders starting as early as 1980. As a result—gradually, and with many setbacks—Pyongyang’s leaders have partially overcome their resentment of China and their ideological commitment to North Korea’s unique brand of socialism to attempt—however haltingly—economic policy reforms in the DPRK that closely resemble the earlier stages of China’s economic transformation.

North Korea’s acquiescence in the China model appears in retrospect to have been almost inevitable: The failings of North Korea’s economy in comparison with China’s vigor became too obvious to ignore, especially following the tragic famine, and North Korea has had no other real allies to turn to following the demise of the Soviet Union. North Korea’s policy and institutional changes, especially as observed in phase 3, therefore closely resemble the China model and can be closely linked to North Korea’s pattern of leadership interactions with China.

In retrospect, in fact, another crucial question—and a topic for separate study\(^91\)—becomes not just why North Korea has acquiesced in the China model, but why it has been so slow and ineffective in doing so. Throughout the phases, and most clearly during phase 3, North Korea’s lack of state capability\(^92\) to implement rational long-term economic development policies can be identified as a critical impediment. State capacity has been eroded by Kim’s de facto one-man leadership and decision making, backed by his personality cult and a bloated military. Economic policymaking has been characterized as a result by a politicized and capricious management style, which I term “guerrilla tactics”\(^93\)—an “achieve quick gains or abort the policy”
This approach seems to be prompted by Kim Jong-il’s perceived external threats and internal fears, supplying the rationale for his military-first policies. The global threat received external threats and internal fears, supplying the rationale for his military-first policies. The approach to economic policy implementation is fundamentally incompatible with long-term economic policy and reform implementation. The approach to economic policy implementation is fundamentally incompatible with long-term economic policy and reform implementation. Ultimately, Beijing’s role will be critical in orchestrating international efforts to “teach” Pyongyang how to run a modern economy and remove political bottlenecks preventing North Korea from taking a bolder approach toward economic opening and reform.
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